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Computational Theory of Mind
• Theory of Mind (ToM) is the ability of reasoning about the mental

content of other people, such as their beliefs, desires, and goals.
• ToM reasoning helps people to understand and predict others’ behaviour

and is crucial to adapting to the complex dynamics of social life.
• An important area in which ToM can be useful is hybrid intelligence,

where an agent can collaborate with a human towards a particular goal.
→ Example: Human-agent collaboration in medicine.

Abstraction and Theory of Mind
• For effective human-agent collaboration, we propose an abstraction

framework for computational modeling of ToM reasoning.
• The idea is to employ an agent’s beliefs and knowledge to produce more

abstract, compact concepts for the agent to use when collaborating with
humans.

ToM agents should:
• Take into account complex human notions such as emotions, feelings,

and traits.
• Be capable of abstracting social frames of reference such as social roles,

norms, and human values.
• Represent and reason on these notions to produce effective, explainable,

and fair interactions with humans.

Human-Agent Collaboration in Medicine
with Abstraction and Theory of Mind
• We use epistemic logic for formalization purposes: K for knowledge and

L belief.
• With examples from the medical domain, we show how abstraction can

be useful for an agent doctor when collaborating with a human doctor.

→ Capturing role-induced abstractions: An abstraction can be
directly induced by a role.

KA(Doctor(B))
KA(MedicalCollaboration(A, B))
KA(Doctor(B) ∧ MedicalCollaboration(A, B) → Respect(A, B))

∴ KA(Respect(A, B))

→ Capturing different perspectives: The role of a role in abstraction
can differ for others.

LAKB(Doctor(A))
LAKB(GoodCapabilities(A))
LA(KB(Doctor(A)) ∧ KB(GoodCapabilities(A)) → Respect(B, A))

∴ LA(Respect(B, A))

→ Revising abstractions: Detecting and reacting to lack of an
abstraction can be crucial.

LA¬KB(Capabilites(A)) → Demonstrate(B, Capabilites(A))
LA(¬Respect(B, A))
LA(¬Respect(B, A) → ¬KB(Capabilites(A)))

∴ LA¬KB(Capabilites(A))
Demonstrate(B, Capabilites(A))

→ Monitoring inconsistencies: Agents can use abstraction with
computational ToM reasoning to monitor inconsistencies in beliefs.

LALB(Trust(C , B)) ∧ LA(¬Trust(C , B)) → Warn(B, ¬Trust(C , B))
LA(Lie(C , B))
LA(Lie(C , B) → ¬Trust(C , B))
LALB(Trust(C , B))

∴ LA(¬Trust(C , B))
Warn(B, ¬Trust(C , B))
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